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QUESTION 1

The MRP run detected a shortage of a materila that you sorce from an external supplier in full pallets. How can you
make sure you will only recive full pallets? 

A. Use the fixed lot procedure. 

B. Use the MRP type for vendor managed inventory. 

C. Use the minimum order quantity 

D. Use the reorder point 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

You are working with planning strategy 40 (Planning-with-final assembly). 

When does consuption of planned independent requirements take places? 

A. When you deliver a sales order 

B. When the MRP result are saved 

C. When you create a sales order 

D. When you create a planned order 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

If the stock level drops below the reorder stock in reorder point planning, what logic would the system use to trigger
procurement? 

A. Fill up based on the lot size procedure 

B. Fill up to the maximum stock level 

C. Fill up to the safety stoc level 

D. Fill up to the reorder stock level 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4
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What are the consequences if the Dispatched operation status is set for a production order operation? (Choose 2) 

A. You can reschedule the operation using midpoint scheduling in a planning table. 

B. You can reschedule the operation using finite scheduling in planning table 

C. You can reschedule the operation using lead time scheduling in a planning table 

D. You can reschedule the order using infinite scheduling in a planing table 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Your proyect team decides to use a make-to-order planning strategy for strategic in discrete manufacturing. What is the
impact of this decision? (Choose 3) 

A. Net requirement calcualtion is sales-order specific. 

B. A sales-order-specific planning run is required. 

C. Storage location MRP areas are required. 

D. Production orders specific stock is created 

Correct Answer: ABD 
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